Abstract : We propose a novel speaker recognition approach using a speaker-independent universal acoustic model (UAM) for sensornet applications. In sensornet applications such as "Business Microscope", interactions among knowledge workers in an organization can be visualized by sensing face-to-face communication using wearable sensor nodes. In conventional studies, speakers are detected by comparing energy of input speech signals among the nodes. However, there are often synchronization errors among the nodes which degrade the speaker recognition performance. By focusing on property of the speaker's acoustic channel, UAM can provide robustness against the synchronization error. The overall speaker recognition accuracy is improved by combining UAM with the energy-based approach. For 0.1 s speech inputs and 4 subjects, speaker recognition accuracy of 94% is achieved at the synchronization error less than 100ms.
Introduction
In the knowledge age, enhancing the productivity of knowledge workers, the individuals with the specialized knowledge, is considered as a major issue. For example, in the sensornet application named "Business Microscope", the system provides the knowledge workers with a shared bird eye view of their dynamic interactions in workplace by using the wearable sensor nodes connected with wireless networks [1] . The detailed visualization of communication among the workers enables the quantitative management of organizational activity, which is useful for human resource analysis, risk management, and consultation in the knowledge society.
The wearable sensor node in "Business Microscope" carries various sensors to capture the interactions among workers. An infrared (IR) sensor is used for the face-to-face encounter detection. A tri-axial accelerometer is embedded to sense the rhythm of the knowledge workers' daily activities. A low duty ratio (-0.2s/10s) microphone is used to recognize the speech signals. By combining the recognition results on individual sensor signals, structural information of the communication can be observed as in Fig. 1 . The communication activeness can be measured by detecting the speaker for the speech inputs on each worker's sensor node. The worker who approaches another worker actively to initiate the communication will likely to have acceleration signals of relatively higher frequency before the point of encounter. The point of encounter can be recognized by the IR sensor. How long each worker speaks in the conversation is recognized by carrying out the speaker recognition of the input speech signals. In the previous studies on speaker recognition for sensornet applications, log energy of the speech signals sensed simultaneously by multiple sensor nodes was compared to determine the speaker [2] , [3] . However, the energy of the speech signals can easily vary with speech contents, speakers, the wearing position of the sensor node, the relative communication position, the length of sound signals, and synchronization precision among the nodes. In addition, our sensornet application must utilize very short sound signals for limited power consumption and privacy concerns.
In the conventional speaker recognition, the specific acoustic model (speaker-dependent acoustic model) is prepared for each target speaker to perform robust speaker recognition as shown in Fig. 2 [4]- [6] . This method requires training samples of each speaker beforehand. As for the pervasive services, our sensornet application assumes the numerous sensor nodes with the different speakers in different organizations. Therefore, train- ing samples can not always be collected beforehand when running the system. The conventional methods are impractical for the application. In this work, speaker recognition using a speakerindependent Universal Acoustic Model (UAM) is proposed. Our method utilizes the unique condition of the system that each worker wears own sensor node. By modeling the acoustic channel of the speaker using cepstral coefficients, speaker recognition is made robust against the synchronization error.
In Section 2, the algorithm for the speaker recognition using UAM is explained. A hybrid speaker recognition approach which combines the UAM and the energy-based method is also proposed. In Section 3, the specifications of the wearable sensor node in "Business Microscope" are described. In Section 4, speech data sets used in this work are explained. In Section 5, the experimental results are shown. Finally, we conclude with a summary of our work.
Universal Acoustic Model

Background
When clean speech signals s(t) propagate through the acoustic channel c(t), the observed speech signals o(t) can be expressed as
Fourier spectrum of the observed signals can be given by
By taking logarithm on the both sides of the equation (2), the acoustic channel property C(ω) and the frequency information of the speech signal S (ω) can be separated as
By applying Inverse Fourier Transform, cepstral coefficients can be extracted as in equation (4).
To extract the cepstral coefficients efficiently, Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) [7] is used as feature vector in this study. For each frame of the input speech signals, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is carried out to extract the spectrum. The magnitude spectrum is filtered with a bank of triangular filters spaced linearly on the mel-frequency scale called mel-filter bank. The log compressed filter outputs are converted into the cepstral coefficients by Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). 0th coefficient is omitted to eliminate DC component of the input signals. Figure 3 shows the speaker recognition using a single acoustic model for recognizing all speakers in the system. The feature vectors extracted from the speech signals observed at each node are compared against same model [8] . Figure 4 depicts a basic logic behind the proposal. One speaker and one listener are in focus. At Node Speaker , direct speech signals from the speaker are mainly sensed due to its close position of the sensor node. On the other hand, reverberation components are mainly observed at Node Listener due to relatively far position of the sensor node. In this perspective, the acoustic property of Channel Speaker and Channel Listener are clearly different. The cepstral coefficients observed at Node Speaker and Node Listener can be noted as the following equations (5) and (6) . Cep S , Cep Channel S and Cep Channel L are the cepstral components for original speech spectrum of the speaker, the acoustic channel at Node Speaker and Node Listener , respectively.
Building Universal Acoustic Model
In sensornet applications, the synchronous sensing among the sensor nodes in the system is possible. The difference between equations (5) and (6) can be extracted from the speech signals as Cep Channel S − Cep Channel L . The extracted difference can be used to distinguish the speaker of the speech signals. The speaker-dependence can be eliminated by focusing on the difference between equations (5) and (6) . As in Fig. 4 observed at Node Speaker to utilize the acoustic channel property difference for speaker recognition as shown in Fig. 5 . In the training phase, UAM is constructed by clustering the training feature vectors into code vectors by a vector quantization algorithm. The LBG vector quantization algorithm is used for its efficiency and implementation simplicity [9] . The result of the vector quantization is a set of the code vectors,
The size of the model is described by the number of code vectors M.
In the testing phase, the feature vectors X = {x 1 , ..., x T } extracted from each sensor node are compared to M UAM to calculate the total quantization distortion as
The sensor node which observed the closest set of the feature vectors to UAM is detected as the speaker in the algorithm as
Although the explanation of the algorithm does not consider about the simultaneous utterance by multiple speakers, the proposed method can be feasible since workers usually speak to each other by turn-taking. Therefore, only one speaker practically speaks at each period of sensing by the low duty ratio microphone. In addition, the information on which nodes should be compared can be provided by the face-to-face encounter detection using IR sensor.
Hybrid Speaker Recognition
The energy-based speaker recognition uses the energy of the input speech signals defined as
The subject wearing the node which observed the highest energy among the nodes is chosen as the speaker as equation (10) .
There is often synchronization error (up to 100 ms) among the nodes which can lead to the degradation in the speaker recognition performance of the energy-based approach. Meanwhile, UAM-based speaker recognition uses only cepstral information by eliminating the DC components of the input speech signals. Therefore, UAM can be robust against the synchronization error and can provide complementary information to the energybased approach. However, when there is only small difference in the total quantization distortion among the nodes, speaker can not be recognized well.
To investigate the effect of using UAM in combination with the energy-based approach, a simple thresholding on the difference in the total quantization distortion is used to form a hybrid speaker recognition approach. The hybrid decision i * can be determined as
(11) β is found experimentally as explained in 5.7.
Data Sets
Speech data sets consist of the utterances of 4 male workers. Each worker uttered 10 ATR phoneme balanced sentences [10] at office environment for 4 times. The wearable sensor node in the form of worker identification tag is used throughout the experiments. During the recording, one worker who was not in turn acted as a listener by wearing the node and stood in front of the worker in turn (1.0 m away), simulating conversation between two workers as in Fig. 6 . The example speech signals observed at both nodes are shown in the figure. The utterances are recorded simultaneously by both nodes at 8 kHz sampling frequency with 8 bit resolution and the time between nodes is synchronized.
The node was made capable of storing long sound data for the purpose of data sets preparation. The unwanted silent/nonspeech regions were cut off manually to include only speech parts into the training and testing data. 2 sets of utterances were used for training universal acoustic model by LBG vector quantization, and other 2 sets were used for test. 2 additional sets for one subject were recorded with a different relative position between the speaker and the listener. All test data were split into 0.05-0.2 s long inputs. Each speaker evenly contributed approximately 250 test inputs. Two inputs from the listener node and the speaker node are simultaneously used to recognize the speaker.
Several constraints are made in assumption of our application. Each data length is set up to 0.2 s. A battery carried by the sensor node supplies about 150 mAh. When microphone takes continuous readings, average energy consumption adds up to approximately 10 mA while its budget is only 10 mAh. To run the sensor node for 24 hours to capture the information of the workers all day long, 0.4 mA/h is the limit. The limit of the duty ratio is in 0.01 order of magnitude. To acquire the sound data evenly throughout the day, the sensor node intermittently takes very short signals (e.g. microphone: −0.2 s in 10 s period).
Since the utterances of only Japanese male subjects are used in the experiments, more samples may needed to be incorporated to deal with larger variance of subjects such as ethnicity and gender.
Experimental Results
Definition of Recognition Accuracy
The speaker recognition using speaker-independent Universal Acoustic Model is evaluated. The speaker recognition accuracy is evaluated as the following.
Accuracy=
# of correct detection # of test inputs × 100 %.
Model Size
The optimal feature parameters for the universal acoustic model are studied. UAM is constructed by clustering the training feature vectors into code vectors by LBG vector quantization algorithm. In Fig. 7 , the accuracy as a function of the model size of 256-2048 is plotted. The number of subjects 
Order of Filter Bank Analysis
The optimal feature extraction parameters for universal acoustic model are studied. For the feature extraction, the standard MFCC is utilized. As in Fig. 8 , a relatively high order of mel-filter bank analysis is effective in constructing the acoustic model. At 41 channels mel-filter banks MFCC with the large sized LBG codebook (model size: 2048), the accuracy of 97.3% is achieved when 4 subjects are sharing the same acoustic model for speaker recognition. In order to extract the subtle difference in the acoustic channel property among sensor nodes, high order of filterbank with the detailed modeling is found to be necessary from the results. These parameters are utilized for the rest of experiments. 
Number of Speakers Sharing Model
The effect of the number of speakers sharing the single acoustic model for speaker recognition on the speaker recognition accuracy is evaluated. For each number of speakers, all combinations of speakers are tested. As shown in Fig. 9 , recognition accuracy dropped only by less than 2 pts at test inputs of 0.2 s even though the single acoustic model was used for all speakers.
Synchronization Error
In sensornet applications, there are a number of sensor nodes connected in wireless networks. However, there are often the synchronization error (<100 ms in our system) among nodes. Since the proposed algorithm utilizes the synchronous sensing, the effect of the synchronization error on speaker recognition must be evaluated.
The synchronization error can cause the different part of speech inputs to be sensed. Such unique situation brought by the sensornet application platform is new to speaker recognition studies. To simulate such a situation, the simultaneously recorded test data sets are manually unsynchronized by shifting the listener data sets with a unit of 10 ms as in Fig. 10 . When the speech inputs are not synchronized, the different speech signals or feature vectors originated from the different phonemes are included for speaker recognition consequently.
In Fig. 11 , the speaker recognition accuracy only drops by less than 2 pts with the synchronization error. Since the model used is based on the speaker's acoustic channel property, which phonemes are captured by the sensor is not significant. As long as the speaker's speech signals are captured by the multiple sensor nodes, our speaker recognition algorithm works effectively, because the acoustic channel property difference can be extracted. When the number of subjects sharing the acoustic model is increased, there is no significant drop in the recognition accuracy when more than 3 subjects share the model.
Relative Position in Communication
The effect of the relative position of the speaker on speaker recognition is evaluated. As shown in Fig. 12 , only small degradation in accuracy is noticed. Our method shows strong robustness against the relative position, because the difference in acoustic channel property of speaker can be extracted stably using universal acoustic model and synchronous sensing. 
Hybrid Speaker Recognition
Hybrid speaker recognition combines the UAM-based approach and energy-based approach using the simple thresholding. UAM utilizes the cepstral information of the speech signals and can be robust against the synchronization error. On the other hand, energy-based approach can yield high accuracy when the input speech signals are recorded synchronously.
In Fig. 13 , the recognition accuracy of UAM and the energybased approach is shown on each bin of the difference of the total quantization distortion. When there is only small difference in the total quantization distortion, UAM tends to fail in differentiating the speaker. On the other hand, the energy-based approach may be used when there is only small match score difference. In Fig. 14 , the recognition accuracy as a function of the synchronization error is shown. The energy-based approach degrades as the synchronization error increases. In UAM, 0th coefficient of MFCCs is omitted from the feature vector. As for comparison, 0th coefficient is included to consider the cepstral and energy information at the same time. Even though extra information is added, no significant improvement in accuracy is observed. By using the simple thresholding, the hybrid speaker recognition approach shows the highest accuracy. β in equation (11) is set to 10 according to Fig. 13 . As shown in the Fig. 14 , the UAM-based approach helped complementarily by recognizing the input speech signals which is not distinguishable to the energy-based approach. Figures 15 and 16 show the example speech signals which are not recognized by the energy-based approach but can be recognized by combining with the UAM-based approach. The energy level in the shaded regions is higher at the listener node than the speaker node although they are 1m apart. When there is the synchronization error, the observed speech signals are shifted significantly causing the energy level vary easily. By using the UAM-based approach, the requirement on the synchronization precision can be eased.
Conclusions
Speaker recognition using a speaker-independent Universal Acoustic Model (UAM) was proposed for the sensornet applications. The conventional speaker recognition algorithms required the specific acoustic model for each target speaker. By extracting the acoustic channel property difference among speakers and listeners with the synchronous sensing, our method enables all speakers to be recognized using the single acoustic model.
With the 41 channel filterbank MFCC and the large-sized LBG codebook (model size: 2048), speaker recognition accuracy of 97% was achieved on 0.2 s test inputs of 4 subjects. Our method also showed robustness against the number of speakers sharing the acoustic model, the synchronization error (−100 ms) among sensor nodes, and the relative position of speakers by focusing on extracting the acoustic channel property difference of the speaker.
A hybrid speaker recognition approach was investigated by combining the UAM-based approach with the energy-based approach using a simple thresholding on the difference of the total quantization distortion among the nodes. UAM can provide the robustness against the synchronization error where the energybased approach often fails. Meanwhile, when the match score difference is low but the speech signals are relatively synchronized, the energy-based approach can provide high accuracy.
